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Abstract 
In this paper, we propose a linear time and space algorithm recognizing if the transitive closure of 
a given directed acyclic graph is an interval order. As a consequence, we can compute with linear 
complexity the transitive reduction and the transitive closure of the given graph if it is recognized as 
an interval order, and in this case we can also obtain an interval representation. 
Keywords. Directed acyclic graphs, interval orders, linear time and space algorithm, transitive 
reduction. 
1. Introduction 
A partial order P = (X, <) is said to be an interval order if it is order-isomorphic to 
a collection of intervals of some chain-total order-C (where I < J whenever x cc y 
for all x E I, y E J). It can be shown that P is an interval order if and only if P does not 
contain four elements x, y, z, t such that x < y, z < t, x 4 t and z 4 y (for more details 
about interval orders see Cl] or [3]). 
Let G = (X, E) be a graph (in the following, graphs are assumed to be directed, 
acyclic and without loops). The transitive closure of G is the unique graph G” = (X, EC) 
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such that EC = {(x, y) E X2 s.t. there is a path from x to y in G}. The transitive 
reduction of G is the unique graph G, = (X,E,) such that E, = {(x, y) E E s.t. the 
unique path from x to y in G is the arc (x, y)}. The transitive closure of any graph 
G = (X, E) is equivalent o an order P = (X, <) where x < y if and only if (x, y) E EC. 
The algorithm we develop in this paper starts with a graph G = (X, E) and 
recognizes if G’ is an interval order in 0( 1 X 1 + ) E I) time and space. The best 
previously known algorithm to recognize interval orders has been proposed by 
Papadimitriou and Yannakakis [4] in the context of scheduling; its input is a transi- 
tive graph (i.e., an order) and it has the same time complexity but a space complexity 
in 0(1X j2). Another algorithm with the same characteristics as the one we present 
here has been developed in parallel by Garbe [2]. The ideas which are used there are 
quite different and seem to be more complicated. This algorithm works in three steps. 
First, it is computed an interval approximation of G’ using the height of each vertex. 
In the second step, using this approximation, it is checked if G’ is an interval order, 
and if it is the case, the approximation computed in Step 1 is refined in the third step to 
obtain a representation of the interval order. 
Let us now define some notations. Let P = (X, <) be an order and G = (X, E) be 
a graph. Min(P) denotes the set of minimal elements of P and Min(G) = Min(G”); if 
x E X then Succ(x) = {y E X s.t. (x, y) E E}, ImSucc(x) = {y E X s.t. (x, y) E E,), 
TrSucc(x) = {y E X s.t. (x, y) E EC}; Pred(x), ImPred and TrPred(x) are defined 
symmetrically relatively to the predecessors sets. 
In the following we denote by S(G) the set Min(G\Min(G)). 
2. The algorithm 
In the following, G = (X, E) is a graph and P = (X, <) is an order corresponding to 
G’. 
Our algorithm is based on the following theorem: 
Theorem 1. Let x E Min(G) such that IS(G) n Succ(x)j is maximal over Min(G). Then 
P is an interval order ifand only if IS(G) n Succ(x)J = IS(G)/ and P\ {x} is an interval 
order. 
Proof. (a) Obviously if P is an interval order, P\ (x} is also an interval order. In order 
to show that IS(G) n Succ(x)( = (S(G)/, that is S(G) z Succ(x), assume the contrary 
and take y E S(G)\Succ(x). Take z E ImPred( obviously z E Min(G). The maxima- 
lity of IS(G) n Succ(x)( over Min(G) insures that there is t e S(G) such that t E Succ(x)\ 
Succ(z). So x, y, z, t is the forbidden structure for an interval order, a contradiction. 
(b) Assume P is not an interval order. Since P\ { ) x is an interval order, x belongs to 
a forbidden structure. Since x E Min(G), there are y, z, t E X such that x < y, z < t, 
x 4 t and z 4 y. Obviously t# Min(G) so t E G\Min(G). But Min(G\Min(G)) = 
S(G) 2 Succ(x) implies x < t, a contradiction. 0 
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We can remark that element x in Theorem 1 represents (if the given order is an 
interval order) an interval with smallest right endpoint. 
From this theorem, we can easily deduce an algorithm starting with G and 
recognizing if P is an interval order: 
Step 1. Compute Min(G) and S(G); 
Step 2. choose x in Min(G) such that IS(G) n Succ(x)/ is maximal over Min(G); 
Step 3. if /S(G) n Succ(x)) # IS(G)\ then stop with failure. Otherwise delete x from 
G and compute the new value of Min(G) and S(G). If S(G) = 8 then stop with succes; 
otherwise go to Step 2. 
Let us describe this algorithm in more detail to prove its linearity in time and space. 
Let G’ represent the current value of G. 
The algorithm maintains the following variables: 
_ If (x, y) is an arc of G, then this arc is both represented in the lists Pred(y) and 
Succ(x) which are doubly linked. 
- Min is a list of vertices of Min(G’) and S is the list of vertices of S(G’). 
Min and S are double linked lists so the deletion of an element is done in constant 
time. 
- To each element is associated its list of successors and predecessors in G, Succ(x) 
and Pred(x); three integers are also associated to x: NbSuccInS(x) = ISucc(x) n SI, 
NbPredNotInMin(x) = IPred(x) n (G’\Min)( and NbPredInMin(x) = IPred(x) n Mini. 
- In order to insure a constant time in the choice of an element in Min with maximal 
value of NbSuccInS over Min, we start by sorting the vertices of Min in accordance 
with the value of NbSuccInS by using a bucket sort, i.e., we use an array T[O, n - l] 
where T[i] contains the list of elements x of Min such that NbSuccInS(x) = i. 
Each nonempty T[i] also contains the index of the smallest j > i, respectively 
greatest j < i, such that T[j] is nonempty (or a special symbol if T[i] is the last, 
respectively first, nonempty element). A variable contains the index of the first 
nonempty element of T and another the index-denoted by i-of the last nonempty 
element of T; T[i] contains elements in Min with maximal value of NbSuccInS. This 
initialization can be done obviously in 0( IX I) time. To insure a constant time access 
to any vertex in T, we just have to use an array of vertex pointers. This structure is 
maintained as follows: 
- increasing or decreasing by one NbSuccInS(x) or deleting a maximal element 
relatively to NbSuccInS: x in T[ j] is just translated by one on its right or on its left or 
deleted from the list. This can be done in O(1) as for maintaining indices representing 
next and previous nonempty elements for each nonempty element or the indices of the 
first or last nonempty element of T. 
- Inserting a new element: it is not possible to maintain the data structure in 
constant time if the element can be inserted at any place in T. But in our algorithm we 
insure that any new element is always inserted in T [0] since when an element is added 
to Min it comes from S and so has no successors in S; this can be done in constant 
time. 
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Main Algorithm 
Min := empty list 
S := empty list 
forall x E X do 
NbSuccInS(x) : = 0 
NbPredNotInMin(x) : =) Pred(x)l 
NbPredInMin(x) := 0 
end forall 
forall x E X do if NbPredNotInMin(x) = 0 then AddInMin(x) endif 
IntervalOrder := true 
while IntervalOrder and S # 8 do 
choose x in Min such that NbSuccInS(x) is maximal over Min 
if NbSuccInS(x) # ISI then IntervalOrder := false 
else DeleteFromMin(x) 
endif 
end Main Algorithm 
AddInMin(x: vertex) 
add x to Min {* x is added to T in T[O] *} 
forall y E Succ(x) do 
NbPredNotInMin(y) := NbPredNotInMin(y) - 1 
if NbPredNotInMin(y) = 0 then AddInS endif 
NbPredInMin(y) := NbPredInMin(y) + 1 
end forall 
end AddInMin 
AddInS(x: vertex) 
add x to S 
forall y E Pred(x) do 
if y E Min then NbSuccInS(y) : = NbSuccInS(y) + 1 
{*moves y to the top of the list *I 
{*corresponding to the next element of T *} 
endif 
end forall 
end AddInS 
DeleteFromMin(x: vertex) 
delete x from Min 
forall y E Succ(x) do 
NbPredInMin(y) := NbPredInMin(y) - 1 
if NbPredInMin(y) = 0 then 
delete y from S 
AddInMin(y) (*this operation will put y in its right *} 
{*place in T *> 
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endif 
end forall 
end DeleteFromMin 
We can now state our main theorem: 
Theorem 2. Given a graph G = (X, E), the previous algorithm recognizes if G’ is an 
interval order in a time and space complexity in 0( (X( + 1~71). 
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm comes from Theorem 1 and the space 
complexity is immediate. For the time complexity, just remark that procedures 
AddInMin, AddInS and DeleteFromMin are called at most once with a given vertex 
x as parameter. So it comes immediately that each successor of x is scanned at most 
three times (once in AddInMin(x) and twice in DeleteFromMin(x)) and each prede- 
cessor of x is scanned at most once (in AddInS(x Since all the computations 
described in the algorithm are in constant time, the result follows. q 
Using this algorithm, it is possible to compute the transitive reduction and the 
transitive closure of G if Cc is an interval order. For that we need the following result: 
Proposition. Ifx E Min(G) then S(G) E Succ(x) ifand only ifs(G) = ImSucc(x) if and 
only if G\Min(G) = TrSucc(x). 
Proof. First if and only $ (a) From right to left: obvious. 
(b) Let YE S(G). If y 6 ImSucc(x), then y E Succ(ImSucc(x)) a contradiction with 
y minimal in G\Min(G). So S(G) c ImSucc(x). Now let y E ImSucc(x). If y is not 
minimal in G\Min(G), there exists a nontrivial path from S(G) to y, and then since 
S(G) E Succ(x), there is a path from x to y that is not reduced to the arc (x, y), 
a contradiction with y E ImSucc(x). The result follows. 
The second if and only if is immediate since S(G) = Min(G\Min(G)). 0 
This proposition insures that in the Main Algorithm, after the choice of x in Min, if 
NbSuccInS(x) = ISI then S = ImSucc(x); so we just have to add the instruction 
IS(x) := S at this place to have at the end of the algorithm, IS(x) = ImSucc(x) for any 
vertex x. The computation of G’ in 0(/X1 + IE’I) comes immediately from the 
proposition. 
In fact, if G” is an interval order, the same algorithm can be used to compute an 
interval representation of the order. Indeed, we just have to use a counter, with initial 
value 0, which is increased by one each time a new set of vertices is added to Min (i.e., 
in the procedure DeleteFromMin, when at least one of the successors of x has his new 
NbPredInMin equal to 0). The interval I, = [xi,x,] associated to any vertex x is 
defined as follows: xi is the counter value when x is added to Min and x, is the counter 
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value when x is deleted from Min. If x is in Min when the algorithm terminates, x, is 
equal to the counter value plus one. 
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